YEAR 8 FRENCHAutumn Term 1
Famille et
domicile






Discussing your family
Describing where they live
Describing a typical day in their lives
Tackling longer reading activities
KEY GRAMMAR POINTS
1. Purposeful practice of the present tense using both regular and irregular
verbs
2. Use of depuis+ the present tense
3. Revision of masculine and feminine nouns and adjectives
4. Introduction of new connectives
5. Revision of reflexive verbs
REVISION -ASSESSMENT –REVIEW- TARGETS

Autumn Term 2
The perfect
tense using Free
Time as a topic





What you did yesterday
What you did after school
Did you go out at the weekend
KEY GRAMMAR POINTS
1. Undertsanding the perfect end the preterite tense in English- how we use it
2. The perfect tense in French and why we cannot use the preterite in French
REVISION -ASSESSMENT –REVIEW- TARGETS
LITERATURE
The class will study a day in the life of a boy living in Africa and they will compare
their lives

Spring Term 1
Temps libre
continued with
the perfect tense



Discussing your daily routine with the perfect tense
KEY GRAMMAR POINTS
1. Reflexives in the perfect tense
2. Negatives with the perfect tense
3. Using the present, future and perfect tense together
4. Lots of purposeful practice
REVISION -ASSESSMENT –REVIEW- TARGETS

Spring term 2
and
Summer Term 1
La mode et faire
les courses







Talking about clothes and what you like to wear
Which shops do you like to visit
Research French shopping and compare to English
KEY GRAMMAR POINTS
1. Modal verbs
2. Using comparatives and superlatives
3. Purposeful practice of 3 tenses
REVISION -ASSESSMENT –REVIEW- TARGETS

Summer Term 2
Les sorties




Inviting someone to go out
Making excuses about why you cannot go out
KEY GRAMMAR POINTS
4. Modal verbs
5. Using comparatives and superlatives
6. Purposeful practice of 3 tenses
REVISION -ASSESSMENT –REVIEW- TARGETS

